Ethical Issues of HUMAINE

Material computer ethics issues

Privacy / surveillance
Artificial agents
Theory of responsibility
Future developments
Ethics of inferring meaning
Ethics of induction
Emotions in users

Ethical nature of communication

European Perspective

Identifying issues
Privacy / surveillance
Artificial agents
Theory of responsibility
Future developments
Ethics of inferring meaning
Ethics of induction
Emotions in users

Ethical Issues of HUMAINE

Conceptual issues
Role of emotions in ethics
Differing stakeholder perceptions
Philosophical problems of AI
Acceptability of artificial agents
Generating emotions
Artificial intelligence
Lying: is it an ethical requirement?
Informed consent
What about in an emergency?
Social consequences of use
Unintended use
Identification of data threats
Preventable / tolerable issues
Unintended issues, such as standardization

HUMAINE questions

Material / procedural view
Consistency of ethics over project / product life cycle
Identification / isolation of issues
Political will to emphasize ethics
Enhancement of ethics procedures
HUMAINE association's view on ethics
Can draw on established procedures
Procedural approach
Neuropsychological approach can hide
Internal issues
Constitution of committee: experts / lay people

Ethics committees

Student involvement

Critical Theory

Ethics / Morality
Which ethical theory?
What can ethics do?
Problem: intuitive approach

Epistemological issues
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Ethics committees
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Conceptual work

Privacy /
Who owns the data collected? Who profits?
Profit shifts in social relationship?
Data quality and reliance on data
Social impact: what if the technology is widely accepted?
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